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What other town is based on a 
race track? What other town has less 
than 20,000 people? What other town 
could possibly be like Speedway, 
Indiana? The answer, Motegi, Tochigi 
Prefecture Japan, our sister city. Motegi 
has approximately 16,000 people and is 
located 75 miles northeast of Tokyo.
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HOMECOMING ROYALTY.  Evan Staton and Allegra Guerrettaz were named King and Queen at last month’s Homecoming game.  The varsity 
football team defeated Cascade handily to top off the evening.   Photo courtesy Lifetouch Photography.
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Motegi students return home 
with a new outlook
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An Indianapolis crime wave
The sobering statistics that may shock you

Beauty is pain
Are teens dying for a tan?

     At any time of the day, when you 
turn on your local news stations, you 
will see the latest examples of the ever 
increasing crime in our city.
     It’s estimated that Indianapolis  
 residents have a 1 in 130 chance of 
 being a crime victim, and a 1 in 15 
chance of being a property crime victim. 
These are scary statistics, but what’s 
even scarier is that in the last forty 
years, the number of aggravated assaults 
has rose in Indiana from 1,892 in 1960 
to 11,704 in 2008. 
     Why has the Indy crime rate jumped 
so much, and what’s being done to pre-
vent these numbers from climbing? 

     David S. Hardwick is just another 
statistic when it comes to being a 
murder victim. According to The 
Indianapolis Star, Hardwick was shot 
execution style to the back of the head in 
March of 2008 outside of his apartment 
building on the northwest side. 
     The assailant was later caught on 
video footage using the dead man’s card. 
The assailant was 15 year old Nevin 
Brooks. He was recently convicted of 
all charges stemming from Hardwick’s 
murder. This is a just a current example 
of the violent crime wave that hit Indy. 
     Violent crime is composed of four 
offenses: murder and non negligent 

manslaughter, forcible rape, robbery, 
and aggravated assault. On a scale of 1 
(low crime) to 10 (high crime) the city 
of Indianapolis is ranked at 8 for violent 
crime. The United States average is 3.
     On a scale of 1 to 10 on a property 
crime scale, the city of Indianapolis 

Every year, as the seasons change 
and tans begin to fade, teens head up 
to their local tanning salon to regain 
their summer glow. Many believe the 
bronzed look is more beautiful, and 
that the money for a tanning package 
is worth it. But, is risking your life 
worth the looks?

The American Cancer Society 
estimates that each year, 1.5 million 
Americans are diagnosed with skin 

cancer. Right now it is the number 
one form of cancer nationwide. 
While many other cancers are 
decreasing in number of victims, 
melanoma is on a continuous rise. 
Every hour in the United States, a 
life is claimed by melanoma. Experts 
say it is due to the rise and use of 
ultraviolet rays from both the sun and 
the tanning beds. 

Many organizations like The 
American Cancer Society (ACS) 
and The American Melanoma 
Foundation (AMF) spend tons of 
money and time trying to warn 
people about the dangers in skin 
cancer. They advertise about the 
scary statistics and horrible deaths of 
people everyday. Still, people seem 
to pay up at the salon. Too many 
people, looking beautiful is a number 
one priority, but they don’t seem to 
realize that beautiful isn’t lying in a 
hospital bed with tubes and needles 
sticking out of their skin.

How does skin cancer form?
According to the American 

Academy of Dermatology, cancer 
begins to develop when DNA 
becomes damaged and cannot repair 
itself. These damaged cells begin 
to grow and spread uncontrollably. 
When this process happens within 
the skin, skin cancer forms. As 

Recently, sixteen of our fellow 
peers, Casey Anderson, Laura Aust, 
Lauren Espique, Will Harris, Hannah 
Hendricks, Cameron Kinnick, Sam 
McGlone, Caulin McGraw, Jessica 
Mehrlich, Katie Mehrlich, Haily Merritt, 
Jake Miller, Allison Nash, Conner 
Tiffany, Mary Tingle, and Tanner 
Webster, visited our sister city. Clearly, 
not every student from Speedway could 
visit Japan. The students that went 
had to prove themselves worthy in 
more ways then one. They had to have 

good grades, no detentions, admirable 
attendance, teacher recommendations, 
an essay explaining why they wanted to 
go, and to be interviewed by different 
people.

As if that wasn’t enough, the 
expenses to go to Japan were enough 
to separate the serious ones from the 
ones who just wanted to get out of 
school. Each adolescent did their part in 
fundraising his or her trip. The Mission: 
Motegi 2 group used the resources of 
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway to 

park cars in a vacant lot on 10th and 
Main. The group sold water during the 
500 race and helped with the Kids Zone 
on the Rockin’ on Main event. Among 
other fundraisers, the bunch received 
money from family, residents and 
corporate sponsors. Students themselves 
did their best to earn spending money in 
any way they could.

After going through the process 
of being accepted to go to Japan and 
raising the money, our peers were ready 

See ON THE RISE on page four
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Education pep talk stirs debate  
Why were some parents uncomfortable with 
President Obama giving their children advice?
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Country music star rocks
Swift, a role model for young teens
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 Lately, all I’ve heard are songs 
floating around on the radio about 
princesses, Romeos, and thoughts 
of unanswered love from a teenage 
girl’s perspective. And honestly, it’s 
all Taylor’s fault! Still, it’s tempting to 
deride Taylor’s songs as teenybopper 
pop country – and it is, at best, pop 
country. 

Many heartbroken, preteen, goo-
goo eyed girls are influenced by the love 
advice written in Taylor’s music. She 
writes about her lost Romeos, and the 
torment of sliding by high school life. 
I think Taylor is a good role model for 
young girls, because when 
a teen girl is cautioned 
about the strong emotions 
that arise from teen love, 
it’s much more accepting 
coming from someone 
who has been there so 
recently. 

Taylor writes about 
her tall, awkward looking, 
high school memories, but 
behind the heartbroken 
good Pennsylvania girl, is 
the tiny little bedroom at 
home where Taylor writes 
songs about the things 
she hopes and dreams and 
feels.

I might not agree or like every song 
Taylor writes about, but knowing there 
is still a good role model out there who 
hasn’t gotten her image tarnished by the 
media says a lot about the respect she 
has for her fans and the good name she 
intends to keep.

On September 2, President Barack 
Obama spoke to impressionable students 
of the United States. In this modest and 
generally unmoving speech, he outlined 
what he believed American students 
need to be successful in school. 

You know that speech we’ve all 
heard before by our superintendents, 
principals, teachers, parents, and even 
siblings. The President delivered his 
speech, but it was not received without 
criticism. Interestingly enough, the 
outcries did not come from educators or 

even the students themselves, but from 
those wonderful intellectuals we know 
as extreme right wing pundits.

Although President Barack H. 
Obama was a professor at the University 
of Chicago for twelve years, and holds 
numerous academic achievements 
including service as the former president 
of the Harvard Law review, it would 
appear that a certain group of patrons 
can’t stomach that our president, you 
know the leader of the free world, would 
say a few words to inspire and motivate 
the children of his constituency.

At Speedway, I don’t think there 
were any protests to the speech, but I 
didn’t see it in any of my classes.  It’s 
not evident that anyone watched it here.
What was the attitude at other schools?

 Tom Hayes teaches journalism at 
Ben Davis High School.  According to 
Hayes, “There was no reason to object 
to the president’s speech for political 
reasons.” In an email interview with 
Zionsville principal Chris Willis, he 
concluded that the allegations that 
Obama would ever inject his political 
doctrines in an educational speech was 
unsupported. and he condemned the 
tactics used by right wing conservatives.  

“Our students were not in school 
that day,” Willis said.  “So, we did not 
actually have to deal with the speech on 
the day it was given.  Our stance was 
that if a teacher felt that viewing the 
speech was related and pertinent to their 
instructional plans, then show (that) the 
speech was appropriate and supported.”

“I watched the speech and thought 
the message I heard was a similar 
message that any school administrator 
or teacher would give to their students:  
work hard, do your best, ask for help 
and make a better life for yourself ...”

In a phone interview, Tri West 
principal Jim Diagostino  stated that the 
President’s speech, in his opinion, was 
not used to further his political doctrines 
and beliefs, which was the chief 
accusation presented by those opposed 
to the speech. He even remarked that 
the president’s speech was politically 
neutral, the speech was in many ways 
similar to those he gave his students.     
     So I ask, why then, would so many 
parents all over the United States feel 
uncomfortable, and in some cases 
threatened, by their president directly 
speaking to their children? 

Maybe they don’t feel that his 
values are their values, that his 
credentials don’t qualify him for such a 
task, or maybe, just maybe, all of those 
opposing parents share the idea that 
Obama is not their president. 

We saw this with the president prior 
to Obama, George W. Bush. Attitudes 
like these are unproductive and useless. 
We should respect the president, 
because, well, he’s our leader. DUH! 

TALENTED TAYLOR.  Country music star Taylor Swift 
paves the way for young teen girls to deal with the highs and 
lows  of  heartbreaks that come with being a teenage girl.  
Photo courtesy of Google images.
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Freedom restricting regulations
The government’s growing stranglehold

Opinion 3

Choking us into submission
New dress code rules literally tightened 
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     Every law starts as an idea—after 
introduction to a stimulus—from one 
individual or from many. They are 
created and approved with the safety of 
the public in mind. If such is the case, 
then why are so many laws created that 
demonstrate no serious public interest or 
restrict the public’s basic rights? 
     Alabama law states that it is “illegal 
to wear a fake moustache that causes 
laughter in church.” Not once in my 
life have I seen a person in church with 
a fake moustache, causing laughter 
or otherwise. I doubt any mustache 
offenses were serious enough to warrant 
a new law anyhow.  
     In Alabama it is also illegal to have 
an ice cream cone in your back pocket at 
any time. It would be nearly impossible 
and quite uncomfortable to have an ice 
cream cone anywhere near your back 
pocket, and it causes one to question 
who is passing these laws in Alabama. 
I’m sure there are more pressing matters 
at hand than fake moustaches and ice 
cream cones (i.e. the recent healthcare 
issues), so why are our taxpayer dollars 
given to government officials who pass 
such trivial laws? And how are our or 
local officers expected to enforce them?
     Some of the information found 
about Arkansas was equally—if not 
increasingly—unsettling. A law was 
established (but since revoked) stating 
that a man can legally beat his wife, but 
no more than once a month and with a 
stick no longer than three inches across. 
It seems the Arkansas officials believe 
that beatings twice a month would be 
too much for a woman to handle, but 
unnecessary thrashings once month are 
perfectly tolerable. Not only is the fact 
that they condone violence offensive, 
but their futile attempt to stem the 
amount of violence is an indication of 
their poor efforts in cleanup. I am glad 
that a law like this no longer exists, but 
the mere fact that it was created in the 
first place is upsetting.
     In our home state of Indiana, “talking 
behind a person’s back” is illegal. It 
is against the law. As a current high 
school student, I can honestly say (with 
sufficient evidence) that most of the 
student body could be convicted of such 
a crime. For those of you who would 
like to dispute this comment, think back 
a few minutes to your last conversation 
and then reconsider. It happens so often 
you don’t even realize it is going on 
anymore. We’re all criminals to some 
degree. 

     The real question is whether or 
not a gossip law restricts a person’s 
right to freedom of speech. It outlaws 
a portion of the population’s free 
will. If the government begins to cut 
off daily activities—from ice cream 
cones to moustache choice—that cause 

no serious injury to the rest of the 
public, what will they outlaw next? It 
is common progression; smaller, less 
important laws are created and sooner 
or later their silent hold encompasses 
most aspects of our lives. I’m not saying 
it is doomed to pass, but it certainly 

does make us more aware of our local 
government. Do some of your own 
research and find out just how many 
illegal activities you unknowingly 
participate in, and how many you would 
never even think to commit. It is quite 
the eye-opener.

     Each year it seems the Speedway 
School Administration tightens its belt 
on dress code allowances. This year it is 
happening in the most literal sense. 
     The senior class has experienced 
quite a few changes in dress code 
policy over the past four years. This has 
changed from sophomore year when 
cut-offs were banned followed by junior 
year when backpacks were prohibited 
and now this year where scarves are not 
allowed and zip ties will be used to hold 
up sagging pants. 
     In the first week of school each 
class viewed a slide show explaining 
Speedway’s further attempts at 
“safening” the school with new 
restrictions to the dress code. We were 
bombarded for ten minutes with images 
of teachers breaking the dress codes 
rules. 
     Yes, I think we understand: dresses to 
the knees, shoulders covered, no hoods 
up etc. etc. etc. Additionally, the boys 

who insist on wearing sagging pants will 
have to wear zip ties to hold their pants 
up. 
      After this announcement came 
the shocker; no scarves allowed! Am 
I the only one to see the irony in an 
administration that will zip-tie students 
into their pants but will no longer let us 
wear scarves as fashionable adornment?
     Keep in mind the zip-ties being used 
are what FedEx uses for hefty cargo. 
Placed on the average teenage body this 
cannot be too comfortable. I am not 
saying that boys should be allowed to 
wear their pants at their ankles, which, 
by the way, is not as cool and attractive 
as some guys think. I am criticizing the 
clashing reasoning behind the new dress 
code additions and restrictions.

     It is true that Speedway is a pretty 
conservative town. Indiana itself is 
located smack dab in the middle of 
the Bible belt. Some students believe 
the new ban on scarves is a kind of 
resistance to the new “emo” movement 
that has taken hold of Speedway 
students and the reasoning behind this 
change is fictitious.
     In the aforementioned class assembly 
the seniors were told that scarves prove 
to be a choking hazard. In the same line 
of thinking should we ban teachers from 
wearing ties and elementary schools 
from allowing students to wear shoe 
laces? These are impractical answers to 
an unnecessary question. 
     Researching scarves as a choking 
hazard does come up with many results. 
In fact using Google and the keywords 
“scarves+school+incidents” does in fact 
find 212,000 results. Only one result 
concerned a student in physical harm.   
The incident happened when a five 
year old girl caught her winter scarf on 
a slide as she was playing in the park. 
She survived. Needless to say, I don’t 

believe any Speedway High School 
students will be sliding down any slides 
during school hours. All the other 
stories concerned religious, non-violent 
incidents concerning the controversy 
of the traditional Muslim garb in the 
classroom. 
     This brings some other interesting 
points; by not allowing students to 
wear scarves who have no religious 
attachment to them are we isolating the 
few who do? And as the temperatures 
in the school plummet to the sub-arctic 
range, couldn’t scarves aid in keeping 
students warm?
     I know these arguments may bring 
up some discussion. When IPS schools 
regulated that all students had to wear 
uniforms it seemed to give Speedway’s 
administration more leverage to hold 
over our heads concerning dress code. 
It is now easier for the administration 
to tell us to quit complaining or one 
of these days we might have to wear 
khaki pants and polos. This is quite the 
humdinger.



Must haves for the fall season 
Ten things you’ve got to add to your wardrobe
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Crime on the rise in Indianapolis
is again ranked at 8. Property crime includes burglary, larceny- 
theft, motor vehicle theft, and arson. The United States is on 
average a 3 also on property crime. In comparison, I looked up 
the rank for Speedway and Sperling’s best places ranked us at 
a 7 on the violent crime scale and an 8 on the property crime 

scale. But this is nothing 
to breathe easy about 
because the city of 
 Indianapolis surrounds 
us, and whatever is 
 happening inside the 

city will eventually affect us here in Speedway. 
     An example of this crime wave took place here during 
the morning of September 19, 2009. I interviewed Assistant 
Principal Jon Acton and asked him some key questions about 
the burglaries on campus. That day, three cars were broken into 
in our student’s parking lot. One of the cars had its window 
smashed out, another had the window forced out of alignment, 
and a third car was left unlocked. The alleged thieves took off 
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     Everyone knows that making the switch from free flowing summer clothes to 
cool autumn attire, isn’t the easiest thing to grasp. So hear are some helpful tip is 
make this years fall transition easier than ever before:

1.  SCARVES ARE A MUST: Scarves are a no 
brainer, accessorize a scarf with any outfit and you 
can never go wrong. Both ladies and gentlemen can 
rock a scarf. This season try bold, standout patterns to 
brighten your wardrobe. 
2.  GO WILD:   Don’t be afraid of bold animal prints. 
Limit the print to one item and keep everything else 
simple. 

3.  ADD A JACKET:  Adding a jacket to any outfit can make it extraordinary. A 
tailored jacket that is fitted to show off your feminine curves will make your fall 
look stand out. 
4.  BLING IT OUT: Exotic jewelry is in this season. It’s all about going big and 
bold; layering up necklaces will make it pop.   
5.  BLACK IS BACK: According to DIY fashion, black is the color for the fall of 
2009. Black is cheap and not hard to find, this gives a break to everyone’s pocket. 
6.  BIG BUTTONS: Taking off old buttons and sewing on new ones is an excellent 
way to make your old cardigans and sweaters brand new again. 

     Jennifer’s Body is a teen horror 
movie starring Megan Fox and Amanda 
Seyfried . It is directed by Diablo Cody. 
The running time is about 103 minutes. 
     Jennifer (Fox) is possessed by a 
demon that eats men. It is up to her best 
friend Anita (Seyfried) to save the boys 
of the town from the demon. I went 
and saw the 
movie the 
night after 
it opened to 
get a first 
hand account 
of how it 
was. 
     The best thing about the movie was 
Megan Fox, SHOCKER!!! The movie 
was mediocre at best. I’d give it a 3 ½ 
out of 5 stars and three of those stars 
were because Miss Fox appeared in it. 
The storyline was a typical teen horror 
movie with no real shocking ending.

Megan Fox stars in “Jennifer’s Body.” Photo 
courtesy Doane Gregory/ Twentieth Century 
Fox/MCT.

continued from page one
to go, not. The Motegi clan had to spend 
hours working on various elements to 
get ready to just be in Japan. They had 
meetings teaching them basic Japanese 
and informing them of Japanese customs 
and foods. While in Motegi, our peers 
were to perform a type of dance. At the 
meetings, the group worked on making 
and doing the complex dance.

Because the selected sixteen were 
supposed to perform in front of people 
of a different culture, they received 
matching brown track suits. Our peers 
were required to bring their suits, their 
Motegi shirts, dress clothes, casual 
clothes, gifts for new friends, and of 
course a camera. On the thirteen hour 
plane ride, the clan had plenty of time 
to anticipate being in Japan. The general 
consensus of worry was two-fold: the 
language barrier and offending the 
Japanese by getting customs wrong.

When arriving in Japan, all was 
well with a quick stop to Denny’s. After 
that, the bunch settled in their hotel with 
wonders of what their host families 
would be like.  

“We stayed four days with a 
family and they were great!  The 
kid at our house was named Julius, 
age 12,” said freshman Jake Miller. 
Staying in anyone’s house for the first 
time isn’t easy, but imagine staying in 

with only radios, but didn’t take any personal items. 
     Acton told me that immediately after these events occurred, 
the school was notified of the robberies, the police were called 
and three officers were at the school within ten minutes. He 
also told me that because of these recent crimes, there will be 
an increased police presence in and around the school parking 
lot. Furthermore, Acton also noted that he personally will be 
periodically patrolling the parking lot.
     When a nation goes through hard economic times like we 
are today, the crime rate can be slightly elevated because of 
people’s desperation. A study conducted by a group of  
sociologist, criminologist, and police chiefs showed that when 
the economic atmosphere goes down, the crime rate goes up.
     The crime rate in Indianapolis is nowhere near the crime 
rates that other Midwest cities like Chicago or St. Louis have, 
but it is sobering that maybe one day we could. The only 
relief we can find in this is that with education, vigilance, and 
awareness, crime can be prevented and sometimes stopped all 
together. 

Continued from page one

If you like Megan Fox, go see her 
Jennifer’s Body is mediocre horror movie at best

7.  TIGHT TIGHT TIGHT: While keeping the cold away, they also add that simple 
touch your outfit needs. Animal prints, graphics, paisleys, plaids, and florals are just 
some ideas you can use to spice it up. 
8.  PLAIDS ARE IN: Plaids aren’t just for lumber jacks. Plaid can be a bit scary, but 
don’t be afraid to rock them out. 
9.  BOOTS: Knee-high boots make a great sense for fall because they let you get 
more wear out of everything in your closet. Brown boots are great to have to go with 
the autumn color scheme.
10.  BELTS: Over sized belts have always held a spot in fashion, but this fall they 
are bigger than ever. Bright colored belts can do magic to your outfit. 

0ne life-changing 
experience

someone’s house in a different country. 
Getting used to taking off your shoes 
immediately after walking in the door, 
diverse foods, distinct smells, and 
dealing with everyday things like how 
to use the unfamiliar toilet. The most 
frequent Japanese tradition to become 
accustomed to was the food and how 
to eat it. Americans are used to large 
utensils to shovel in food, while people 
in Japan used dainty chop sticks to 
place food in their mouth. Rice and 
eggs became the normal diet of the 
Motegi crew while visiting. There was 
a barbeque with steak and liver, but 
nothing like the American food our 
peers have come to love.

Although we may think Speedway 
is lame at times, our peers loved touring 
our sister city. The selected sixteen were 
able to see The Motegi Twin Rings, 
named for its double track, the Honda 
Plant, equipped with activities such as 
go-carting, and ASIMO the worlds most 
advanced robot. A common favorite was 
visiting the preschool and the junior 
high. The preschoolers love Americans 
and the junior high was made entirely 
out of wood with a tree in the middle. 
The unique school focused heavily on 
respect, art, music and martial arts. One 
of Jake Miller’s best memories of the 
trip was watching someone practice 
martial arts with a wooden sword and hit 
someone in the head.
     Being able to travel across the world 
at such a young age is a prestigious 
experience that the Mission: Motegi 2 
crew appreciated. They learned more 
about not only Japan and its culture but 
about themselves than any of us will 
learn I our lifetime. Our peers came 
back with the true meaning of respect 
which we Americans tend to forget 
every now and then.

Editor’s and reporter’s note:  Some in-
formation gathered from Facebook and 
missionmotegitwo.weebly.com.   Thanks 
to Jake Miller and Katie Mehrlich for 
additional assistance with this article.

13 Hours:
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In the mood for a brainteaser?
Measure your Dancing With the Stars wits    

“Gold and Warm” ignites a fire!
A dynamic duo with a different sound
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     Two years ago, in a Cincinnati 
attic, to men formed a musical 
group. They started it for fun 
which now has led them up to 
being Hollywood’s “new buzz”. 
With their self titled CD BAD 
VEINS, Benjamin Davis and 
Sebastien Schultz are creating the next big thing. “I always loved watching 
Sebastien play in his old band because he is just such a dramatic drummer,” 
Davis reveals.  The album went on sale in July of 2009. Benjamin, the vocal-
ist, guitarist, and keyboardist, and Schultz, the drummer, create a different 
sound. 
     When I first got the CD, I was told it was…different to say the least. I 
turned it on and was rewarded with a sound much like The Killers, who I 
love. The dynamic duo has an insane sound like a mix between The Kill-
ers and Modest Mouse. The cover art is intriguing with warm colors like 
oranges and reds. It has a large red flower- maybe a rose on the cover along 
with the name of the bad, considering it’s their self titled album. On the 
inside, the sleeves are covered with a collage of pictures of the two amazing 
men; pictures of them with instruments and with each other just having fun. 
     My recommendations: This CD has nice sound and captivating vocals, 
but it still doesn’t live up to the bands that they sound like. They are very 
hard shoes to fill, but it could be possible. I would buy the CD if it was on 
sale, but not for the price I would buy an album by Modest Mouse or The 
Killers. If you like the sound of the two bands that I’ve recommended, I sug-
gest that you take a peek at the two men. Editor’s note: some material courtesy gomoxie.org 

     Season nine of Dancing with the 
Stars opened last month and it has 
become a very well known, popular 
show in the United States. We have 
noticed the talk around school and 
our community about the show so 
we decided to have a little fun with 
some trivia. The first ten people who 
properly complete the crossword 

continued from page one
damaged cells multiply, a tumor begins to form. Most of the time, skin 

cancer forms within the outermost layer of skin (AKA the epidermis), 
making the tumors clearly visible in the beginning stages.

Recently, I asked teens around our school why they go tanning even 
though they are aware of the dangers. The most common answer was 
that looking tan is much more attractive then pale. Another answer I got 
frequently was that many teens only go tanning to get some sort of color 
before slipping into their dresses or tuxes for prom and spring break.

Most people could never imagine life with skin cancer and many highly 

TALENTED TWO MAN DUO.  Benjamin Davis (left) 
is the vocalist/guitarist/keyboardist that teams with 
drummer Sebastien Schultz to make a mindcatching     
sound for Bad Veins. Photo courtesy Dangerbird 
Records.
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Across
1 - Another name for the points earned by the dancers 
for routines.
4 -  This Washington DC singer/song writer appears on 
Season 9.
6 -  This is a ballroom dance of Puerto Rican origin 
similar to the mambo but faster.
7 -  She appeaered on Season 7 and is well known for a 
reality show based on her life.
8 -  The people who critique the dancers and their 
routines.

Down
2 -  The special outfits worn by the dancers.
3 -  Time spent going over dance routines.
5 -  She appeared on Season 3 and is well known for 
being in a hit movie that made its debut on the Disney 
Channel.

Crossword and trivia created by Tiera Patterson.

The Late & Great
Hollywood’s infamous 
tragedies explored

Katie  
Marlott
Plugged In
Entertainment
Writer

     It has been just over three months 
since the King of Pop passed away. 
Before he could finally rest in peace, 
there were two autopsies performed 
on Michael Jackson. It has been 
recorded that he died of an overdose. 
It was later noted that he was in fact 
murdered. Today, Michael’s infa-
mous songs still flourish in the music 
industry and most retailers are selling 
Michael Jackson T-shirts and other 
memorabilia. His untimely death still 
makes us remember other celebrities 
who have lost their lives and whose 
cause of death are unsolved. These 
are my top five. 
   1.  Heath Ledger – actor who 
earned an Academy Award nomina-
tion for Brokeback Mountain. He was 
found dead in a Manhattan apartment, 
New York police said. An autopsy 
was inconclusive. Police said the 
death was caused by a possible drug 
overdose and appeared to be acciden-
tal.  Others suggest his work prepar-
ing for his role as the Joker in The 
Dark Knight contributed to his death. 
   2.  Marilyn Monroe – Overdosed 
on pills shortly after famously singing 
“Happy Birthday Mr. President” and 
was snubbed an invite to the after-din-
ner party with JFK.
   3.  Notorious BIG – West vs. 
East coast rapper also known as Big 
Poppa, Frank White, and Biggie 
Smalls (after a gangster in the 1975 
film “Let’s Do It Again”) He was 
killed by an unknown assailant. 
   4.  Jimmy Hoffa – Ex-leader of the 
American’s largest labor union and 
reputedly tied to organized crime. 
He was kidnapped in broad daylight 
outside a restaurant. The latest theory 
is he’s encased in the footing of some 
New Jersey Bridge.
   5.  Tupac – rapper was embroiled in 
West vs. East coast feuds that resulted 
in being shot four times on the Vegas 
strip.
     
Honorable Mentions:
all causes of death ARE known 
Patrick Swayze (1952 - 2009)
Farrah Fawcett  (1947 - 2009)
Ed McMahon (1923 - 2009 )

puzzle and answer all of these 
questions correctly will be entered 
into a drawing for a FREE LUNCH 
from a favorite local restaurant prior 

to Fall Break.  Bring your completed 
forms to Mr. Doehrmann in Room 
237 ASAP.    Deadline for entering:  
End of day October 9th.

1. Who was Kelly Monaco’s partner in 
season one when she won?
      A.  Alec Mazo  
      B.  Derek Hough  
      C.  Mark Ballas 
2. Who was the first professional dancer 
who won the competition twice?
      A.  Karian Smirnoff  
      B.  Cheryl Burke 
      C.  Julianne Hough
3. Who is the youngest professional to win? 

A.  Cheryl Burke  
B.  Julianne Hough  
C.  Mark Ballas 

4. What country did the idea of dancing with 
the stars originated form?

A. Britain 
B. Paris   
C. England

5. On the Dancing with the Stars TOUR 
2009, who is Lisa Rinna’s partner?
        A. Adam Carolla  
        B. Joey Fatone  
        C. Tony Dovolani

6. Why did Sarah Evans withdraw from the 
competition in the middle of season three?
       A. divorce   
       B. injury    
       C. she no longer wanted to compete 
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doubt the chances of them getting it. But the shocking reality is that skin 
cancer is extremely common. Statistics found at skincancerphysicians.
com show that one in five Americans will have skin cancer at least once in. 
Prevention-

Sun protection can greatly reduce the risk of skin cancer. Sun protection 
practices include staying out of the sun from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., when the 
sun’s rays are the strongest, wearing sunscreen of at least 15 SPF, and 
wearing protective clothing when outdoors. Dermatologists recommend 
learning how to recognize the signs of skin cancer so you can perform regular 
examinations of your skin. Annual visits to dermatologists are good ideas.



Visiting the captain’s corner
Quotes and notes from the fall sports captains
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Soccer success soars
Boys and girls dominate this fall
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     To be a leader means to have the 
capacity or ability to lead. When asked 
what it takes to be a captain, all fall 
sports captains replied with the obvious 
answer, “It takes leadership.” These 
people are the ones who thrive when 
the game or match is on the line. When 
three seconds is left on the clock, these 
are the people who want the ball. They 
are trusted by the team to make the 
correct decisions on and off the field. 
     Another trait consistent with a 
captain is experience. All seven athletes 
that were interviewed are seniors with 
at least two years experience in their 
sport. Also, all captains stated that they 
were either voted by their group of peers 
or appointed as captain by their coach/
coaches, making these players the most 
respected on their teams. 

     When asked about team goals, most 
answers were uniform, saying that 
they would like to win conference and 
sectionals. While others were stretched, 
“To win a state championship,” Jonny 
West (quarterback for the football 
team) said. Yet others were meager with 
Chelsea Williams of the girls golf team 
saying,” We want to advance the ball 
towards the hole.”
     While some of the goals listed were 
different, all captains have one common 
goal in mind, to lead. 

What does it take to be the 
captain of your volleyball 
squad?

“It takes a lot of enthusiasm 
and encouragement.

You also have to know your team and 
how to talk to them to keep them going.”

Jacklyn Dizney
4 Year Starter
2nd Year Captain

What are the team goals for 
the girl’s soccer team this 
year?

“To win conference and 
sectionals.”

Katie Boelke
3 Year Starter
1st Year Captain

What were your team 
goals for the year?

“To have a winning 
record.”

Mark Lottes
4th Year Player
1st Year Captain

Who is your favorite team 
to run against?

“Cascade because they 
always have people
to compete with us.” 

Jake Fisher 
4th Year Runner
4th Year Captain

Who is your favorite team 
to play against?

“Covenant because I hate 
their crowd and it was fun 
to beat them.”

Ryan Rosebrough
4th Year Starter
3rd Year Captain 

     The boys soccer team has started this year with huge 
success.   The team won its first sixteen matches and 
and clinched its fourth WCC championship in a row on 
Monday night.  Here’s a rundown on the successes:   
  •  Early season victory over Covenant Christian.  Their 
west side rival had defeated Speedway the last three 
years but not this year.  
  •  Double overtime shootout thriller.  The WCC title came down to a shootout on a 
rainy night in Greencastle.  
  •  County tournament runners-up.  The boys took advantage of a nice opening draw 
to reach the County finals.  Victims included Lutheran, Park Tudor, and Lawrence 
Central.  This is the first time the Speedway soccer team has ever been in the finals 
of the Marion County tournament, and the first time a Speedway team has been in 
any finals of the tournament in 35 years. 
     Speedway drew Metropolitan for their opening round sectional match and the 
biggest goal Speedway has ever had in the last four years is to win their sectional.  
The seniors have been determined to win a sectional title since freshmen year so the 
thirst for the title is bigger then ever.  It would also give the boys a chance to avenge 
their only loss of the season.   Second ranked Pike most likely will be the opponent 
in Saturday night’s championship match.  Check out the draw on the left.   
     The girls soccer team has also had great success this year.  After losing their first 
game to Lutheran, the girls rattled off eight wins in nine games, the other being a tie 
to Covenant.  The girls clinched its fifth conference title Monday night and they also 
had some success in the County tournament, defeating Decatur Central before losing 
to Lawrence North who ended up winning the tournament.   The girls’ drew Brebeuf  
for the first round of sectionals and their sectional is difficult.   Ben Davis, Covenant 
Christian, Cardinal Ritter, North Central, Park Tudor, and Pike are all competing in 
the same group.
     The boys and girls soccer teams both have been successful for some time now. 
The boys team has won the conference nine of the last ten years and has had a 
winning record nine of the last ten years too. One reason for all this success is the 
Speedway boys have been able to pull in different kinds of club soccer players onto 
the high school team, players like Kyle Rossetter, David Bowman, and Kris Eggert. 
In these last four years, Speedway has had multiple club soccer players on its team 
from clubs like Dynamo, Indy Burn, Carmel, and Metro United. 
     The girls soccer team success comes in a somewhat different way, having the gift 
of a club team right here in town. The girls get to start playing soccer at a young age 
right in their hometown which in later years turns into a competitive club play which 
helps them prepare for the high school soccer games.

ADVISER’S NOTE:  CONGRATULATIONS to our columnist Kevin Eggert.   He 
scored his 109th career goal for the Sparkplugs which places him number one all-
time in Indiana prep soccer for career goals.   

Soccer Sectional Draws
Boys Soccer
Sectional site: Pike  Cost: $5 per session, $8 season ticket
Second team listed is HOME team.  

Game 1: Northwest vs. Ritter  October 8th 7 p.m.
Game 2:  Metropolitan vs. Speedway Saturday  10 a.m.
Game 3:  Pike vs. Winner Game 1  Saturday  Noon
Championship Game:   Saturday  7 p.m.

The winner of the Pike sectional advances to the Brownsburg regional with sec-
tional winners from Brownsburg, Zionsville, and Park Tudor.

Girls Soccer
Sectional site: Pike  Cost $5 per session, $8 season ticket
Second team listed is HOME team.

Game 1: Pike vs. North Central  Monday  5 p.m.
Game 2: Covenant vs. Ben Davis  Monday  7 p.m.
Game 3: Speedway vs. Brebeuf  Tuesday  5 p.m.
Game 4: Ritter vs. Park Tudor  Tuesday  7 p.m.
Game 5: Winner Game 1 vs. Winner Game 2 Thursday 5 p.m.
Game 6: Winner Game 3 vs. Winner Game 4 Thursday 7 p.m.
Championship:    Saturday  7 p.m.

The winner of the Pike sectional advances to the North Central regional to face 
the winner of the Warren Central sectional.

DRAW DATE SET FOR FOOTBALL STATE TOURNAMENT
     Pairings for the 37th Annual IHSAA Football State Tournament presented by 
the Indianapolis Colts will be drawn on Tuesday, Oct. 13, beginning at 6 pm ET / 
5 pm CT. This year’s draw will originate from the Colts headquarters, the Indiana 
Farm Bureau Insurance Football Center, at 7001 W. 56th Street in Indianapolis.
     First round matchups will be announced during the 90-minute State Tourna-
ment Pairings Show which will be webcast at www.ihsaasports.org and carried on 
the IHSAA/Methodist Sports Medicine Championship Radio Network.
     The IHSAA announced a three-year agreement in May naming the Indianapo-
lis Colts as the presenting sponsor of the entire high school state tournament.
     The volleyball state tournament will be drawn Monday, Oct. 12, at 8 am ET / 
7 am CT. 
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2000 grad Kyle Gergely enjoys life in college setting  
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Best of the best in the MLB
My MVPs, Cy Youngs, and All-Stars

Kyle Gergely graduated from Speedway in 2000. After graduation, Kyle attended 
Purdue University. After graduation, Kyle was offered a job by the Indianapolis 
Colts as one of their equipment managers. This year, we have three student manag-
ers that help out the football team. I conducted this interview to try and compare our 
student managers and a student manager from the past. 
GB:  Did you see yourself doing this type of work when you were in high school? 
If not, what career were you originally pursuing?
KG:  During my sophomore year in high school, I got the opportunity to start work-
ing with the Indianapolis Colts as an intern. I worked four training camps and two 
seasons as a ball boy. This is when I learned about how cool this job really was. 
I then decided this is what I wanted to do for a living. During high school, I was 
also a student manager and student trainer for the Plugs football team. I split time 
between the Colts and the high school team. Justin Pelley and Justin DeLisle were 
my two friends who got me the job working for the Colts. They had worked a couple 
of training camps and seasons doing the same thing that I did. Aftter the Colts hired 
me, I was able to get a couple of my buddies to start working for them in he same 
capacity. 
GB:  What are the tough things about your job?  

KG:  The toughest part of the job is doing the orders year to year. Nike makes us 
submit our orders for everything in November. The tough part about that is we do 
not know what the team is going to be like as well as the coaching staff. There is a 
bunch of turn over each year in terms of players and staff. When we do the orders, 
we just have to guess what size run for each individual item is going to be and hope 
that we nailed it when the final roster is set that following year. 
     Another tough part of the job is keeping track of who got what. We have an 
inventory system that we use to track all of the items 
that we issue. It is difficult to stay up to date with that 
because a lot of stuff that we issue out is during a time 
where we don’t have time to stop and input the transac-
tion. We usually write it down and then input it later. 
Sometimes we lose sheets and forget about it. This 
makes our end of the season inventory difficult because 
we will be off by a couple on some items and then have to go through the inventory 
system and try to figure out who did not get that item on the system.
     Traveling to a road game is also difficult because we have to pack everything 
that we may need and hope that we did get everything. We have about seven travel 
trunks that carry all of the needed items to the away site. We also have to check 
every player’s travel bag to make sure they packed everything they need.
     Another really tough part about this job is the time spent at work. I work roughly 
seventy hours a week during the season. This includes travel to away games. I will 
not get a day off until the season is over. From August 7th to the end of November, I 
will be working every day for 8-12 hours. This makes it tough to spend a lot of time 
with my wife and daughter. Fortunately, my wife understands the rigors of the job. 
GB:  What are some of the experiences you’ve gotten to be a part of?
     I have been a part of a bunch of cool things through my times as an EQ manager. 
My first year at Purdue I was able to travel to the Rose Bowl with the team and be 
part of that game in 2001. That was really cool. I also traveled with the Colts to 
Mexico City for the America’s Bowl against the Steelers. During my time at Purdue, 
I was able to travel to five different bowl games. I also met some great people 
through those trips who to this day are great friends. I met one guy in El Paso, Texas 
for the Sun Bowl who now comes up to the Indy 500 every year. He has come to six 
races in a row and now has become a tradition for him to do so.   

The Major League Baseball season is over and now 
the playoffs are in full swing. So I’m here to give 
you my All-Star team from each league and also 
what I believe will be the MVP’s and Cy Young 
winners. 

AL 

MVP
Mark Teixeira (New York Yankees)- His power and RBI numbers will 
overtake both Joe Mauer’s and Derek Jeter’s high batting average to win the 
MVP. Downfalls include, a batting average less than .300 and the fact that 
his teammate Derek Jeter is also a candidate for the MVP. 

- Leading the AL in RBI’s with 121
- Tied for first in the AL in HR’s with 39
- Batting .294

NL MVP
Albert Pujols (St. Louis Cardinals)- Pujols is hitting for average and power 
and driving in runs. To me he is the clear cut choice for his second straight 
and third overall MVP award.

- Leading the MLB with 47 HR’s
- Third in the MLB with 134 RBI’s
- Third in the NL with a .328 batting average

AL Cy Young
Zack Greinke (Kansas City Royals)- Zack is probably the most deserving 
pitcher to win the Cy Young, but may lose this award to a more high profile 
player like C.C. Sabathia.  With a very ineffective offense with very little 
run support, Zack’s win total is lower than it should be, while maintaining 
the league’s lowest earned run average.

- Leading the MLB with a 2.06 ERA
- Second in the AL with 237 strike outs
- Second in the MLB with 6 complete games including 3 shut-outs
- 16-8 record

NL Cy Young
Adam Wainwright (St. Louis Cardinals)- Wainwright, who wasn’t even 
thought to have contented for this award, is leading the NL in wins with 
19. He also is boosting a very low earned run average and in my opinion 
deserves the NL Cy Young award over his counterpart Chris Carpenter of 
the Cardinals and San Francisco’s Tim Lincecum.  

- Third in the NL with a 2.58 ERA
- Leading the NL in wins with 19
- Fourth in the NL with 204 strike outs
- 19-8 record

Who will win baseball’s postseason crown?
If you can correctly choose who will win this year’s World Series, you can be 
eligible to win a free lunch from a local Speedway restaurant.  Write your name, 
grade, and your team selection down and submit your entry to Mr. Doehrmann in 
Room 237 no later than 3:30 p.m. TODAY (Friday October 9th). 
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KL: Your thoughts about how the season 
has gone so far?
JW: The season went very well and the 
girls stayed very positive.
KL:  How is it having a nice course such 
as the Brickyard?
JW: The Brickyard is one of the nicest 
courses in the state. I always thought it 
was a shame that Speedway didn’t have 
a girls golf team. That is why I pushed 
to restart the program.
KL:  Some goals you set at the 
beginning of the season?
JW: I wanted every girl to get better as 
the season went on.
KL:  What is it like coaching your 
daughter?

KL:  Your thoughts about how the 
season has gone so far?
CB:  Good and positive so far but there 
is still some goals we want to reach in 
the conference and sectional.
KL:  How do you feel about going into 
the sectional? Any titles?
CB:  We will not have an individual or 
team title but I definitely think our boys 
will qualify for the regional.
KL:  Some goals you set at the 
beginning of the season?
CB:  Four goals. First: finish in top 
three of WCC. Second: qualify an 
individual(s) for regional or team(s). 
Third: improve individual’s times. 
Fourth: have fun and become life-long 
runners.
KL:  Toughest meet of the year?
CB:  In this order County, Conference, 
Sectional.

KL:  Favorite Cross Country moment?
CB:  I just enjoy the daily interaction 
with the runners.
KL:  Some goals you have achieved this 
season?
CB:  Individuals have improved times 
but some are still reachable.
KL:  How long have you been coaching 
Cross Country?
CB:  This is my third year.
KL:  Your placement in the WCC?
CB:  Somewhere in the top 3 but we 
will not know officially till the end of 
the season
KL:  How do you feel about the final 
home meet?
CB:  It was good. Every senior ran well, 
two victories, Jake Fisher broke the 
course record.
KL:  Something we should know about 
Cross Country that we most likely will 
not know?
CB:  They (the athletes) are very 
dedicated. Even though people don’t 
come and go all out for the cross country 
team, they (the athletes) still go out there 
and give it their all.

KL:  Your thoughts about how 
the season has gone so far?
SS:  Way better than expected.
KL:  How do you feel about 
going into the sectional? Any 
titles?
SS:  I feel very confident that 
we can win our first sectional title this year.
KL:  Some goals you set at the beginning of the season?
SS:  To get the new varsity players up to speed and to work on their 
mental part of the game.
KL:  Toughest match of the year?
SS:  Any match during Sectionals.
KL:  Favorite Volleyball moment?
SS:  Beating Scecina in the Sectional semi-finals my second year.
KL:  Some goals you have achieved this season?
SS:  We made some big improvements and the mental part of being 
an athlete has come along pretty well. I am happy with the progress of 
the younger players.
KL:  How long have you been coaching volleyball?
SS:  Nine years with high school and club volleyball.
KL:  Your placement in the WCC?
SS:  Right now, we are second.
KL:  How do you feel about the tournament on the 26th?  Editor’s 
Note:  Our girls won the tournament.
SS:  It’s going to be a good test for us. All the teams in it are good 
quality teams. I think it will prepare us for sectionals.
KL:  Something students should know about volleyball that we most 
likely will not know?
SS:  Over the last 4 1/2 years, we are 109-34.  And we’ve won three 
conference titles and eight Saturday invitationals.

Scott Stevens: Volleyball
High school: Madison-Grant
Sports played: Football, Basketball, 
Track, Tennis
Sports coached: Basketball, Golf, Track, 
Volleyball
Why did you come to Speedway?: It is a 
similar size to Madison-Grant, and it’s 
unique.
What characteristics do you look for in 
a varsity Player?
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Coach
Jeff Williams

Full time occupation
PGA professional at 
Brickyard Country Club

JW:  Coaching my daughter makes it all 
worth while. I never get to spend enough 
time with her so being able to Coach her 
is icing on the cake
KL:  Favorite meet of the year?
JW:  My favorite meet this year was 
Sectionals. Every girl matched or 
bettered their low score for the year. We 
ended on a good note.
KL: How long have you 
been coaching?
JW:  This is my second 
year coaching.
KL:  Did you achieve any 
goals that you wanted to 
achieve? 
JW:  The goal for the year 

was for each girl to get better and lower 
their scores. Every girl did that this 
season.
KL:  Hw did we finish in WCC?
JW:  We finished 6th in conference.
KL:  Do you see the golf team building?
JW:  Building the program takes time. 
We will have four girls returning for 
next year which we are excited about.

KL:  Anything else we 
should know that most 
would not know?
JW:  I would like any girl 
to know that we need more 
girls for the team. No golf 
experience necessary.

C R O S S   C O U N T R Y 
Coach
Chuck Bennett

Full time occupation
Geography teacher
Speedway High School
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Coach
Scott Stevens

Full time occupation
Biology teacher
Speedway 
High School

Character, trust, and a good teammate.
Team quote: “Surround yourself with 
good people, and good things will 
happen.”
Jeff Williams: Girls’ Golf
High school: Speedway HS
Sports played: Baseball, Basketball, 
Golf
Sports coached: Basketball, Golf
Why did you come to Speedway?: I 
wanted to bring back the Girls’ Golf 
program
What characteristics do you look for in 
a varsity player: Good attitude, and how 
a player deals with difficult situations.
Team quote: “Advance Towards the 
Hole.”

SETTING IT UP.  Junior Corinne Owens prepares to set a short ball as teammates Jack-
lyn Dizney, Allegra Guerrettaz, Courtney Walton, and Rachael Aust look on.  


